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Abstract

We consider argumentation systems taking into account several attack relations
of different strength. We focus on the impact of various strength attacks on the
semantics of such systems, and particularly on the decisionproblem of credulous
acceptance: namely, focussing on one particular argument,a classical issue is to
compute a proof, under the form of an admissible set containing this argument.
Taking into account attacks of various strength leads to search for the best proofs.
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1 Introduction

Argumentation has become an influential approach in Artificial Intelligence to model
cognitive tasks such as inconsistency handling and defeasible reasoning (e.g. [16, 20,
1]), decision making (e.g. [15]), or negotiation between agents (e.g. [3]).

Argumentation is based on the evaluation of interacting arguments, which support
opinions, claims, decisions, . . . Usually, the interactiontakes the form of conflicts be-
tween arguments, and the fundamental issue is the selectionof acceptable sets of argu-
ments, based on the way they interact. Most of the argumentation-based proposals are
instantiations of the abstract system proposed by Dung ([8]), which is reduced to a set
of arguments (completely abstract entities) and a binary relation, called attack, which
captures the conflicts between arguments. The increasing interest for the argumenta-
tion formalism has led to numerous extensions of the basic abstract system which are
more appropriate to the applications.

A first extension of Dung’s system has included a preference relation between ar-
guments, which models their relative strength. For instance, an argument built from
certain knowledge is stronger than an argument relying upondefault knowledge (see
e.g. [2, 4, 24, 19]). Another kind of extension is necessary to make a distinction be-
tween various types of conflict. For instance, when arguments are built from logical
rules and knowledge, rebut and undercut conflict have been distinguished ([12]). More
generally, symmetric attacks may be considered as weaker than non symmetric attacks.
[18] has distinguished between blocking attacks and properattacks, as a consequence
of preference between arguments. In a multi-agent setting,various attack relations over
a common set of arguments represent different criteria and different contexts accord-
ing to which the conflicts are perceived ([22]). Moreover, itis natural to consider that
not all attacks are equal in strength. [11] has proposed weighted argument systems,
in which attacks are associated with a numeric weight, indicating how reluctant one
would be to disregard the attack. Behind these proposals, there is a common idea that
attacks may have different strength and can be compared according to their relative
strength. However, there is so far no consensus about how it should be used to define
extensional semantics, according to which acceptable setsof arguments are selected.
A first promising work towards that direction has been proposed in [17], where an
abstract argumentation system with varied-strength attacks has been defined. In that
novel system, the classical concepts of defence and admissibility are revisited, in dif-
ferent directions, leading to several different refinements.

Our work takes place in that abstract system with attacks of various strength. Fo-
cussing on one restriction of the notion of defence, our motivation is to define ex-
tensional semantics accounting for the strength of defence, and to study the related
decision problem of credulous acceptance. This problem, which consists in deciding
if a given argument belongs to a preferred extension of the argumentation system, has
been extensively studied within the framework of dialectical proofs (see, for instance,
[14, 6, 10] and more recently [9, 21]). In this paper, we investigate the credulous accep-
tance problem in argumentation systems with attacks of various strength and propose
associated dialectical proofs.
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In Section 2, we present the fundamental notions1. First, we propose a restricted
notion of defence, by requiring that the counter-attack is not weaker then the attack.
Then, following Dung’s construction, we define a restrictedadmissibility, called vs-
admissibility, which is used for revisiting the classical preferred semantics and the asso-
ciated decision problem of credulous acceptance. The next step is to compare defences
collectively offered by sets of arguments. So, in Section 3,we propose a definition
for sets offering a best defence for a given argument. Section 4 is devoted to the de-
scription of dialectical proof theories for credulous acceptance under vs-admissibility.
A basic one is given which produces a solution under the form of a vs-admissible set
containing the queried argument. Then, improvements are proposed which produce an
optimized solution under the form of a best defence for the queried argument. Sec-
tion 5 is devoted to concluding remarks and some related works. Proofs can be found
in Appendix A.

2 Fundamentals

We consider the abstract system defined in [17]:

Definition 1 (Argumentation system with attacks of various strength – ASvs) An
argumentation system with attacks of various strengthis a triple 〈A,ATT,� 〉 where

A is a finite2 set of arguments,

ATT is a finite set of attack relations〈
1
→, . . . ,

n
→ 〉 onA and

� is a binary relation onATT.

Each
i
→⊆ AXA represents a conflict relation, and� represents a relative strength

between these conflict relations. The relation� is only assumed reflexive (it may be
partial, and transitive or not). The corresponding strict relation3 will be denoted by≻.
If the relation� is empty, a classical system (in Dung’s sense) is recovered with the

single attack relation obtained as the union of the attack relations
i
→. In the following

of this paper,AS will denote the classical system〈A,R =
⋃

i

i
→ 〉 associated with

the argumentation system with attacks of various strengthASvs = 〈A,ATT,� 〉.

Example 1 Consider theASvs defined byASvs = 〈A,ATT,� 〉 with A = {A,

B, C1, C2}, ATT = 〈
i
→,

j
→,

k
→ 〉 with

i
→ = {(B, A)},

j
→ = {(C1, B)},

k
→ =

{(C2, B)}, and� defined by
j
→�

i
→.

ASvs can be depicted by the graph: C1
j // B

i
// A

C2
k

55kkkkkk

1All these notions have also been introduced in [5], but with adifferent purpose.
2We assume thatA represents the set of arguments proposed by rational agentsat a given time; so it

makes sense to assume thatA is finite.
3A ≻ B iff ( A � B and not (B � A)). ≻ is irreflexive and asymmetric.
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Our purpose is to study the impact of these attacks of variousstrength on the notion
of defence, which is a key concept in argumentation. The firstlevel to be considered is
the individual defence level. In classical systems, an argumentA attacked by an argu-
mentB is said defended (againstB) as soon as there exists an argumentC attacking
B. Indeed, any attack onB is relevant for inhibiting the attack fromB to A. Now, if
attacks may have different strengths, it is natural to compare the attack onB with the
attack fromB to A. The idea is that some attacks onB will be too weak to inhibit the
attack onA and thus will not be relevant for reinstatingA. LetASvs = 〈A,ATT,� 〉,
the following definition captures the idea of relevant defender:

Definition 2 (vs-defence – vs means “various-strength”)LetA, B, C ∈ A such that

C
j
→ B andB

i
→ A. C vs-defendsA againstB (or C is a vs-defenderof A against

B) iff
i
→6≻

j
→ (i.e. the attack fromB to A is not strictly stronger than the one fromC

to B).

Note that the same kind of definition is encountered in works about preference-
base argumentation, for combining attack relation and preference relation (see [2, 24]):
the idea is that an attack fromB to A is relevant ifA is not strictly preferred toB;
otherwise, it can be considered thatA defends itself againstB.

So, in a similar way, Definition 2 states that the attack fromB to A is overruled by
the attack fromC to B if the attack fromB to A is not strictly stronger than the attack
from C to B.

Note that Definition 2 can be restated in the system proposed by [17], where defend-
ers are classified in four categories: strong, weak, normal and unqualified defenders.

Let A, B, C ∈ A such thatC
j
→ B andB

i
→ A. According to [17]:

C is astrong defenderof A againstB iff
j
→≻

i
→;

C is aweak defenderof A againstB iff
i
→≻

j
→;

C is anormal defenderof A againstB iff
j
→�

i
→ and

i
→�

j
→;

C is anunqualified defenderof A againstB iff
i
→ and

j
→ are uncomparable.

Our notion of vs-defender exactly corresponds to “not weak defender”, or equivalently
to “strong or normal or unqualified defender”. In the particular case of a complete re-

lation onATT,
i
→6≻

j
→ means that

j
→�

i
→. Then, “C vs-defendsA againstB” exactly

corresponds to “C is a strong defender or a normal defender ofA againstB”.

As required above, the notion of vs-defence refines the classical notion of defence.

Property 1 LetA, B, C ∈A. If C vs-defendsA againstB thenC defendsA againstB
in Dung’s sense.

Then, following the classical construction of acceptability (or collective defence),
we propose to refine Dung’s classical notions of acceptability and admissibility4.

4In Dung’s work [8]: a setS ⊆ A is conflict-freeif ∀A, B ∈ S, B does not attackA; S is admissibleif
it is conflict-free and defends all its elements against all the possible attacks.
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Definition 3 (vs-acceptability and vs-admissibility) LetS ⊆ A andA ∈ A.

A is vs-acceptablewith regard to (wrt)S (or S collectively vs-defendsA against
any attack) iff∀B ∈ A, if B attacksA then∃C ∈ S such thatC vs-defendsA
againstB.

S is vs-admissibleiff S is conflict-free inAS
5 and∀A ∈ S, A is vs-acceptable

wrt S.

The notion of vs-acceptability is a particular case of the notion of “constrained
acceptability” of [17]. Indeed, it is sufficient to considerthe defence profile containing
the three levels strong, normal and unqualified. Moreover, the vs-admissibility requires
the classical strict notion of conflict-free. That ensures that, for any vs-admissible set
S, no attack may occur between elements ofS. Note also that vs-acceptability and
vs-admissibility refine the corresponding classical notions (this is a direct consequence
of Property 1):

Property 2 If S ⊆ A is vs-admissible, thenS is admissible in Dung’s sense.

The converse is false: LetC
j
→ B

i
→ A, with

i
→≻

j
→ ; {C, A} is admissible but

not vs-admissible. Note also that the empty set is vs-admissible.
Admissibility is the basis of most of the classical semantics, in Dung’s abstract

system. So, it is straightforward to revisit some classicalsemantics, using the notion of
vs-admissibility. For instance, let us consider the preferred semantics which produces
maximal (for set-inclusion) admissible sets of arguments.

Definition 4 (preferred vs-extension) Let S ⊆ A be a vs-admissible set.S is a pre-
ferred vs-extensionof ASvs iff ∄S′ ⊆ A such thatS ⊂ S′ andS′ is vs-admissible.

Example 1 (cont)With
j
→≻

i
→ and

k
→≻

i
→, C1 andC2 are vs-defenders ofA. With

j
→≻

i
→≻

k
→, C1 is the only vs-defender ofA. In both cases, the set{A, C1, C2} is the

only preferred vs-extension.

Preferred vs-extensions have nice properties:

Property 3 Preferred vs-extensions satisfy the 3 following points:

1. Let S ⊆ A be a vs-admissible set, there exists a preferred vs-extension E of
ASvs such thatS ⊆ E.

2. There always exists at least one preferred vs-extension of ASvs.

3. For each preferred vs-extensionE ofASvs, there exists a preferred extensionE′

of AS such thatE ⊆ E′.

5i.e., ∀A, B ∈ S, ∄
i
→∈ ATT, s.t.B

i
→ A.
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Finally, we consider the well-known decision problem called credulous acceptance
problem [10], that is deciding if a given argument belongs to(at least) one preferred
extension. So, under vs-admissibility, it comes to decide if a given argument belongs
to (at least) one preferred vs-extension, or equivalently,due to Property 3:

Definition 5 (Credulous vs-acceptability) Under vs-admissibility, an argument iscred-
ulously acceptediff it belongs to (at least) one vs-admissible set.

In order to be able to solve this credulous vs-acceptance problem, we define in
Section 4 proof theories, inspired by the work of [6]. We wantto propose several kinds
of proof exploiting the idea of minimality and the notion of “best defence”. So, the
next step given in Section 3 is the comparison of defences.

3 Comparison of defences

As stated in Section 2, a vs-admissible set proposes a valuable defence for each of
its elements. This is a basic requirement. The next step is totake into account the
existence of attacks of various strength for evaluating thequality of a valuable defence,
and for selecting vs-admissible sets which offer a best defence. Clearly, if an argument
B attacks an argumentA, comparing two attacks againstB enables to compare two
defenders ofA againstB. Starting from that remark, we propose to compare defences
at different levels:

comparing two vs-defenders of a same argument,

comparing two sets which collectively vs-defend a same argument.

As said above, two vs-defenders ofA can be compared by considering the relative
strength of the attacks they put on an attacker ofA. Let ASvs be an argumentation
system with attacks of various strength, we can define:

Definition 6 (Comparison of vs-defenders)LetA, B, C1, C2 ∈ A such that bothC1

andC2 are vs-defenders ofA againstB with C1
j
→ B andC2

k
→ B.

C1 is better thanC2 iff
j
→�

k
→.

C1 is strictly better thanC2 iff
j
→≻

k
→.

Now, let S1 and S2 be two sets which collectively vs-defendA (that is A vs-
acceptable wrtS1 and wrtS2). In order to determine whetherS1 offers a better defence
for A thanS2, it is sufficient to compare the subset ofS1 containing the vs-defenders
of A with the subset ofS2 containing the vs-defenders ofA. So, we need the following
definition:

Definition 7 (Set of defenders)Let S ⊆ A andA ∈ A such thatA is vs-acceptable
wrt S. Def (A, S) is the set of the vs-defenders ofA which belong toS.
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Note that, ifC ∈ Def(A, S), there existsB attackingA such thatC attacksB.
So, if A is not attacked,Def(A, S) = ∅.

Example 1 (cont)Assuming that
j
→≻

i
→ and

k
→≻

i
→ impliesDef (A, {C1, C2, A}) =

{C1, C2}. Assuming that
j
→≻

i
→≻

k
→ impliesDef (A, {C1, C2, A}) = {C1}.

GivenS1 andS2 two sets of arguments which collectively vs-defendA, we have
to compareDef (A, S1) andDef (A, S2). The idea is the following: givenE1 andE2

two sets of vs-defenders ofA, E2 is at least as strong asE1 if E2 improves the defence
of A offered byE1 on at least one defender. That idea can be formalized using the
following general scheme of set-comparison:

Definition 8 (Scheme of set-comparison)Let E be a set of elements. LetE1 ⊆ E
andE2 ⊆ E . Letis-strictly-better-than be a strict binary relation onE . E2

strictly better thanE1 will be denoted byE2 ⊐ E1 and defined by:

E2 ⊒ E1 iff there existC1 belonging toE1 andC2 belonging toE2 \ E1 such
thatC2 is-strictly-better-thanC1.

E2 ⊐ E1 iff (E2 ⊒ E1 and notE1 ⊒ E2).

Note that there exist many schemes for defining a comparison of subsets from the
comparison of their elements (see for instance [7, 13]). Thechoice depends on the
concerned application and it is generally guided by some criteria to satisfy. Note that
Definition 8 supportsa priori neither the minimal sets for set-inclusion, nor the maxi-
mal sets for set-inclusion6.

The scheme of Definition 8 obviously satisfies:

Property 4

1. If E2 ⊆ E1, eitherE1 andE2 are uncomparable, orE1 ⊐ E2.

2. If E2 ⊆ E3 andE2 ⊒ E1 thenE3 ⊒ E1.

Our aim is to use the scheme of Definition 8 for comparing sets of vs-defenders of
a given argumentA.
So, we instantiate this scheme by replacing the relationis-strictly-better-than

by the strict relation given in Definition 6.

Example 1 (cont)Assume thatC1 et C2 are two vs-defenders ofA againstB with
j
→≻

k
→ (so C1 is strictly better thanC2). {C1, C2} ⊐ {C2}, {C1} ⊐ {C2}, but

{C1, C2} et{C1} are uncomparable.
Indeed, althoughC1 is strictly better thanC2, we cannot consider that{C1} offers a
better defence than{C1, C2} sinceC1 already belongs to{C1, C2}.

6It is a weak alternative of the following definition given in [17]: E2 ⊐ E1 iff there existC1 ∈ E1 and
C2 ∈ E2 \ E1 such thatC2 is-strictly-better-thanC1 and there exist noC1 ∈ E1 and no
C2 ∈ E2 such thatC1 is-strictly-better-thanC2.
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Example 2 Consider theASvs depicted by the following graph (note thatA is not
vs-acceptable wrt{C1} in thisASvs):

C1
j // B1 i

))SSSSSS

C2
k

55kkkkkk

m ))SSSSSS A

C3 m
// B2

m

55kkkkkk

with
i
→6≻

k
→,

i
→6≻

j
→ and

j
→≻

k
→

The following set-comparisons hold:
{C1, C2} ⊐ {C2}, {C1, C3} ⊐ {C2}
and {C1, C3} ⊐ {C2, C3}. Note that
these set-comparisons are all based on the
only comparison concerningC1 and C2 as
vs-defenders ofA againstB.

Example 3

C1 j

))SSSSSS

C2
k // B

i // A

C3
m

55kkkkkk

Assume thatC1, C2 and C3 are three vs-
defenders ofA againstB with C3 strictly bet-
ter thanC2 etC2 strictly better thanC1.

We have{C1, C2, C3} ⊐ {C1, C3} sinceC2 is strictly better thanC1 andC2 does not
belong to{C1, C3}. In contrast, according to the definition proposed in [17], these
sets are uncomparable.

Thus,S1 andS2 being two sets which collectively vs-defendA, we are able to
determine whetherS1 offers a better defence forA thanS2, using the comparaison of
Def(A, S1) andDef(A, S2) by the appropriate instantiation of Definition 8:

Definition 9 (Set-comparison wrt the defence of an argument)Let S1 and S2 be
two sets of arguments such thatA is vs-acceptable wrtS1 and wrtS2. S2 strictly better
thanS1 wrt the defence ofA will be denoted byS2 ≫A S1, and is defined by:

S2 ≫A S1 iff Def(A, S2) ⊐ Def(A, S1)

Note that, due to the definition of⊐, the relation≫A is irreflexive and asymmetric.

Definition 9 enables to compare two sets of vs-defenders of a given argument, wrt
the defence of that argument. However, this comparaison is sometimes useless, as
shown by the following example.

Example 4 This example has been taken from [18].

C1
j // B1 i

((RRRRRR

D // C2
j // B2

i
// A

C3
k

55llllll

with
i
→6≻

j
→,

i
→6≻

k
→ and

j
→≻

k
→

LetS1 = {C1, C3} andS2 = {C1, C2}.
A is vs-acceptable wrtS1 and wrtS2.
And S2 ≫A S1. However, no vs-
admissible set containsS2.

So, it seems important that the set-comparison wrt the defence of an argument is
restricted to vs-admissible sets.

Given an argumentA and using Definition 9, we are able to compare two vs-
admissible sets which defendA. We will take advantage of this comparaison in the
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search for a proof thatA is credulously vs-accepted. Such a proof could simply be
a vs-admissible set containingA. A proof exhibiting a best defence forA would be
more informative. Moreover, from a computational point of view, shorter proofs are
more satisfactory, since searching for defenders is expensive. Combining the two re-
quirements will lead us to search for proofs proposing a minimal set of defenders and
a best defence for the queried argument. This discussion is illustrated on the following
example:

Example 5 This example has been taken from [17].

Ck
uukkkkkk

m
��

j

))SSSSSS

F E
ioo B

i
// A

Dj

iiSSSSSS
m

HH

k

55kkkkkk
Assume thatC and D are two vs-
defenders ofA andF .

{A, C, F} and{A, D, F} are preferred vs-extensions containingA, so they are proofs
for the credulous vs-acceptance ofA. However, from a computational point of view,
more interesting vs-admissible sets are{A, C} and{A, D} for proving thatA is cred-

ulously vs-accepted. Now, assuming that
j
→≻

k
→, we have{A, C} ≫A {A, D} and the

best proof is{A, C} (sinceC is a better vs-defender ofA thanD).

In the following, we formalize the above ideas, and first of all the concept of mini-
mal vs-admissible set containing a given argument. As far aswe know, very few works
have adressed the credulous acceptance problem by the computation of minimal lines
of defence. [23] has proposed an algorithm for computing minimally admissible de-
fence sets, using the concept of a defence set aroundA. This is exactly what we call
anA-min-admissible set (an admissible set which containsA and which is⊆-minimal
among the admissible sets containingA). Then, taking into account vs-defence leads
to:

Definition 10 (A-min-vs-admissible set)LetASvs be an argumentation system with
attacks of various strength. LetA ∈ A, let S ⊆ A, S is A-min-vs-admissibleiff

1. S is vs-admissible,

2. A ∈ S and

3. S is⊆-minimal among the sets satisfying the two previous conditions.

Then, using Definition 9, we are able to compare vs-admissible sets which min-
imally defendA. The sets which are maximal for the relation≫A among the min-
vs-admissible sets, calledA-min-best-defences, correspond to the best proofs we are
looking for.

Definition 11 (A-min-best-defence)S ⊆ A is a A-min-best-defenceiff S is A-min-
vs-admissible and∄S′ ⊆ A A-min-vs-admissible, such thatS′ ≫A S (i.e. such that
Def(A, S′) ⊐ Def (A, S))

In other words,S ⊆ A is aA-min-best-defence iff
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S is A-min-vs-admissible and

∄S′ ⊆ A A-min-vs-admissible, such that (∃C ∈ S and∃C′ ∈ S′ \ S vs-
defenders ofA with C′ is a strictly better defender ofA thanC) and (∄B′ ∈
S′, B ∈ S \S′ vs-defenders ofA with B a strictly better defender ofA thanB′).

The above definitions are illustrated on the following examples.
In Example 1, ifC2 is not a vs-defender ofA, then{C2, A} is A-min-admissible but
notA-min-vs-admissible. IfC1 andC2 are both vs-defenders ofA, andC1 is strictly
better thanC2, then{C1, A} is the onlyA-min-best-defence, whereas, ifC1 andC2

are equivalent or uncomparable,{C1, A} and{C2, A} are bothA-min-best-defences.
In Example 5,{A, C} and{A, D} (resp. {F, C} and{F, D}) are bothA-min-vs-

admissible (resp.F -min-vs-admissible). If
j
→ and

k
→ are equivalent or uncomparable,

{A, C} and{A, D} are bothA-min-best-defences. But, if
j
→≻

k
→, {A, C} is the only

A-min-best-defence (and{F, D} is the onlyF -min-best-defence). Note that, in that
case, theA-min-vs-admissible set{A, D} is not included in anA-min-best-defence.

Note that anA-min-best-defence does not always contain the best vs-defenders of
A, since vs-admissibility is emphasized first. As shown on thefollowing example, the
best vs-defenders ofA may not belong to a vs-admissible set.

Example 6

D
l // C1

j // B1 i

((RRRRRR

C2

k 55llllll
k

))SSSSSS A

C3
k

// B2
i

66llllll

Assume that all theCi are vs-defenders of

A, and
j
→≻

k
→. {A, C2} is the onlyA-min-

vs-admissible set and so it is also the only
A-min-best-defence. And yetC2 is not the
best defender ofA againstB. However,
choosingC1 would lead to a set which is
not vs-admissible.

The last remark concerns the existence of theA-min-best-defences, which is not
guaranteed:7

Example 7

C1 j

((RRRRRR

C2
k // B

i // A

C3
l

66llllll

Assume that
j
→≻

k
→,

k
→≻

l
→ and

l
→≻

j
→. {A, C1},

{A, C2}, {A, C3} are the threeA-min-vs-admissible
sets and one has the following preference between
these sets:{A, C1} ≫A {A, C2}, {A, C2} ≫A

{A, C3} and {A, C3} ≫A {A, C1}. So there is no
maximal set for≫A and, so noA-min-best-defence.

7Note that this existence is not guaranteed even if the relation� between the attack relations is transitive
(see the example given in Appendix B).
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4 Dialectical proofs

4.1 Dialectical framework

A proof of credulous acceptance for an argumentA can be presented under a dialec-
tical form (see for instance [14, 10, 6]) where two players exchange arguments. The
proponent (PRO) proposes the initial argumentA and the arguments which directly or
indirectly defendA in the proof. The opponent (OPP) advances attackers ofA or of
its defenders. The precise rules of the game depend on the problem to be solved.

[6] has proposed dialectical proof theories for the credulous acceptance problem
under the preferred semantics. Following the formal approach of [6], we propose a
dialectical framework which will enable us to provide, in the following section, proof
theories for the credulous vs-acceptance problem.

The game played byOPPandPRO takes the form of a dialogue governed by rules
expressed by what is usually called a legal-move function. In the following, given a set
E, E⋆ denotes the set of finite sequences of elements fromE.

Definition 12 (φ-dialogue)

A dialogue typeis a tuple(A,ATT,�, φ) where〈A,ATT,�〉 is anASvs and
φ : (AXA)⋆ −→ 2(AXA) is a function calledlegal-move function.

A move inASvs is a pair [P , (B, A)] whereP ∈ {PRO, OPP} and(B, A) ∈
(AXA). B is the argument advanced byP , in response to the argumentA.
For a moveµ = [P, (B, A)], we use

– Pl(µ) to denoteP ,

– Att(µ) to denote the pair(B, A),

– Arg(µ) to denoteB and

– Pre(µ) to denoteA.

A dialogued in (A,ATT,�, φ) (or φ-dialogue) is a countable sequenceµ0µ1 . . .
of moves inA such that:

1. Pl(µ0) = PRO,

2. Pl(µi) 6= Pl(µi+1) and

3. Att (µi+1) ∈ φ(Att (µ0) . . . Att (µi)).

We sayd is aboutArg(µ0).

Each player plays in turn andPRO plays first. The legal-move function defines, at
each step, what moves can be used to continue the dialogue. Note that, in contrast with
classical dialectical frameworks, playing a move consistsin playing an attack(B, A).
A is the predecessor ofB in this attack. This modification will enable us to take into
account vs-defence. In order to be sure thatPRO proposes a vs-defenderC of A
againstB, we must be able to compare the attack fromB to A (the pair(B, A)) with
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the attack fromC to B (the pair(C, B)). However, wo do not require thatArg(µi+1)
attacksArg(µi).

We assume the existence of a special imaginary argument (used for initializing di-
alogues), denoted by and usually called the “empty argument”, such thatPre(µ0) =

.
Let us give some useful notations.

Notation 1 Letd = µ0µ1 . . . µi be a finiteφ-dialogue:

µi is denoted byLast(d);

φ(Att (µ0) . . . Att (µi)) is denoted byφ(d);

PRO(d) denotes the set of arguments advanced byPRO duringd;

The extension ofd with a moveµ in ASvs such thatµo . . . µiµ is a φ-dialogue
is denoted by the juxtapositiond.µ.

A dialogue type gives a formal framework for the definition ofrules, using the
legal-move function. Then, it is necessary to define formal conditions under which a
givenφ-dialogue is successful. These conditions are usually called winning criteria.
We consider the first criterion given in [14, 6].

Definition 13 (winning criterion) Let (A,ATT,�, φ) be a dialogue type.
A φ-dialogued is won byPRO if and only if d is finite, cannot be continued (i.e.
φ(d) = ∅), andPl(Last(d)) = PRO.

Combining a dialogue type(A,ATT,�, φ) and a winning criterion, we obtain a
φ-dialectical proof theory andφ-proofs. So, according to Definition 13, we define:

Definition 14 (φ-proof) A φ-proof is aφ-dialogue won byPRO.

4.2 Proofs of credulous vs-acceptance: from “basic proofs”to “best
proofs”

The credulous vs-acceptance problem comes to decide if a given argumentX belongs
to (at least) one vs-admissible set. So, a proof thatX is credulously vs-accepted must
exhibit a vs-admissible set containingX . Thus, we can start from the dialectical proof
theory proposed in [6] and add constraints to the legal-movefunction, in order to ensure
thatPRO always advances vs-defenders of arguments she previously advanced. Thus,
we can defineφvs

1 -proofs for credulous vs-acceptance (called “basic proofs”).
The second step is the production of proofs for credulous vs-acceptance which

are “less expensive” thanφvs
1 -proofs; in this case, we want to exhibit aX-min-vs-

admissible set, so a more constrained legal-move function is proposed corresponding
to φvs

2 -proofs (called “minimal proofs”).
The last step concerns the production of “best proofs” (i.e. proofs exhibiting aX-

min-best-defence). However, for that purpose, the dialectical framework defined above
is not appropriate. Indeed, there is no simple way to obtain such best proofs by adding
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new constraints on the legal-move function, as shown by Example 6, wherePRO does
not advance the best vs-defender ofA when she builds the best proof forA. So, in this
paper, we propose to determine best proofs for a given argument X by comparing the
φvs

2 -proofs forX .
Before the basic definition forφvs

i -legal move functions (i = 1, 2), let us give some
useful notations.

Notation 2 LetAS denote the classical system〈A,R =
⋃

i

i
→ 〉 associated with the

argumentation system with attacks of various strengthASvs = 〈A,ATT,� 〉.

Let A ∈ A, R
+(A) (resp. R

−(A)) denotes the set of arguments which are
attacked byA (resp. which attackA) in the sense ofR; R

±(A) = R
+(A) ∪

R
−(A);

Let S ⊆ A, R
+(S) denotes the set of arguments which are attacked by an

element ofS; R
−(S) andR

±(S) are defined in an analogous way;

Refl denotes the set of arguments which are self-attacking;

vsDef (A, B) will denote the set of the vs-defenders ofA againstB.

Following [6], we state the following constraints which must be verify for eachφvs
1 -

dialogue. Every move [OPP, (B, A)] must reply to a preceding move [PRO, (A, F )]
in the dialogue, that isOPP advancesB which attacks an argumentA previoulsy ad-
vanced byPRO. Every move [PRO, (C, B)], except the first one, must beimmediately
preceded in the dialogue by a move [OPP, (B, A)] such thatC is avs-defenderof A
againstB.
Moreover,PRO(d) must be vs-admissible, soPRO cannot choose any argument in
R

±(PRO(d)), nor any self-attacking argument. And it is useless forPRO to advance
an argument previously advanced byPRO. It is also useless forOPP to play an attack
(B, A) if PRO(d) contains a vs-defender ofA againstB.

Then, in order to produce “minimal proofs” for the credulousvs-acceptance prob-
lem, the idea is to enforce the restriction on moves byPRO as follows : ifPRO plays
an attack(C, B) with C authorized byφvs

1 , PRO will not be permitted to advance any
argument fromvsDef(A, B) in the continuation of the dialogue.

So, we propose the following definition for legal-move functions:

Definition 15 (φvs
i -dialogues (i = 1, 2)) φvs

i : (AXA)⋆ −→ 2(AXA) are defined by:

if d is a dialogue about the argumentX of odd length (next move is byOPP),

φvs
i (d) = {(B, A) ∈ A× A | A ∈ PRO(d) andB ∈ R

−(A) such that

(vsDef(A, B) ∩ PRO(d)) is empty}

if d is a dialogue about the argumentX of even length (next move is byPRO)
with Att (Last(d)) = (B, A),

φvs
i (d) = {(C, B) ∈ A× A | C ∈ vsDef(A, B) ∩ POSSi(d)}

with
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– POSS1(d) = A \ (Refl∪ PRO(d) ∪ R
±(PRO(d)))

– POSS2(d) = POSS1(d)\{X ∈ vsDef(Y, Z) | vsDef(Y, Z)∩PRO(d) 6=
∅}

Note that eachφvs
2 -dialogue is also aφvs

1 -dialogue. Moreover, the restriction on
moves byOPP is the same in both dialogue types.

The following results enable us to establish the soundness and the completeness of
these twoφvs

i -proof theories.

Lemma 1 If d is aφvs
1 -dialogue,PRO(d) is conflict-free.

Theorem 1 (Soundness ofφvs
i -proofs) LetX be an argument ofA.

1. If d is aφvs
1 -proof forX , thenPRO(d) is a vs-admissible set containingX .

2. If d is aφvs
2 -proof forX , thenPRO(d) is aX-min-vs-admissible set.

Theorem 2 (Completeness ofφvs
i -proofs) LetX be an argument ofA.

1. If X is in a vs-admissible set, then there exists aφvs
1 -proof forX .

2. If X belongs toS, aX-min-vs-admissible set, then there exists aφvs
2 -proofd for

X such thatPRO(d) = S.

The following example illustrates the above theorem by showing the φvs
2 -proof

which is built.

Example 8

Y1
//
))RRRRRR Z1

))RRRRRR

Y2

vvllllll
// Z2

// X

D // Y3
// Z3

66llllll

Assume thatY1, Y2, Y3 are vs-
defenders ofX , and thatY2 is a vs-
defender ofY3.

Let S = {Y1, Y2, Y3, X}. S is a X-min-vs-admissible set. So, there is aφvs
2 -proof d

for X such thatPRO(d) = S. Here isd:

µ0 = [PRO, (X, )] with φvs
2 (µ0) = {(Z1, X), (Z2, X), (Z3, X)}

µ1 = [OPP, (Z1, X)] with φvs
2 (µ0µ1) = {(Y1, Z1)}

µ2 = [PRO, (Y1, Z1)] with φvs
2 (µ0µ1µ2) = {(Z3, X)} (OPP cannot ad-

vanceZ2 sinceY1 ∈ vsDef(X, Z2))
µ3 = [OPP, (Z3, X)] with φvs

2 (µ0µ1µ2µ3) = {(Y3, Z3)}
µ4 = [PRO, (Y3, Z3)] with φvs

2 (µ0µ1µ2µ3µ4) = {(D, Y3)}
µ5 = [OPP, (D, Y3)] with φvs

2 (µ0µ1µ2µ3µ4µ5) = {(Y2, D)}
µ6 = [PRO, (Y2, D)] with φvs

2 (µ0µ1µ2µ3µ4µ5µ6) = ∅
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Concerning the production of “best proofs” forX , we propose the following method-
ology. Due to the above results, we know that if there existsS, aX-min-best-defence,
S is X-min-vs-admissible. So, there exists aφvs

2 -proofd for X such thatPRO(d) = S.
Thus, we just have to compute all theφvs

2 -proofsdi for X , and to compare the sets
PRO(di) with the relation≫X .

As said above, the dialectical framework proposed in this paper is not appropriate
for designing a proof theory able to produceX-min-best-defences, when they exist.
The main reason is thatPRO should not be permitted to advance a vs-defender for
which there exists noφvs

1 -proof. Indeed, due to Definition 13, aφ-proof is a sequential
proof. And it is not possible to backtrack on the choice of a vs-defender advanced
by PRO. We are currently investigating another dialectical framework, using tree-like
proofs.

5 Conclusion and related works

Our proposal in this paper is a further contribution to the development of argumentation
with various attacks of different strength, based on the abstract framework introduced
by [17]. The basic idea is to use the relative strength of the attacks for refining the
concept of reinstatement: we define a new notion of defence, the vs-defence, requiring
that the counter-attack is not weaker than the attack. This enables us to revisit Dung’s
classical semantics with the definition of vs-admissible sets, preferred vs-extensions,
and the credulous vs-acceptance problem.
Another issue is to compare the defence offered by sets of arguments. We propose
comparisons at different levels: between vs-defenders, between sets of vs-defenders
and between vs-admissible sets.
This enables us to define two dialectical proof theories for credulous vs-acceptance.
The first one improves theφ1-proof theory proposed in [6] by taking into account
the new notion of defence. So, aφvs

1 -proof for a given argumentA produces a vs-
admissible set containingA. Then, we propose theφvs

2 -proof theory, a more con-
strained proof theory which produces⊆-minimal sets among the vs-admissible sets
containingA. For theφvs

1 andφvs
2 -proofs, theorems of soundness and completeness

are given.
The last issue concerns the production ofA-min-best-defences, which represent the
best proofs forA. These proofs cannot be easily obtained by a simple restriction of the
φvs

2 -dialogues but can be computed by comparing theφvs
2 -proofs forA.

To our best knowledge, this is the first attempt to construct best proofs for the cred-
ulous acceptance problem. [23] has proposed a procedure forcomputing minimal lines
of defence around a given argument. But this procedure does not use a dialectical
method, and does not always produce minimal admissible sets. For many years, there
has been substantial research on dialectical proof procedures for classical abstract ar-
gumentation. Recently, [9, 21] have proposed a unifying framework able to capture
dialectical proof procedures for handling both credulous and skeptical acceptance in
abstract argumentation. This framework is based on the notions of dispute derivation
and base derivation. Dispute derivation provides a way to define proofs, and is very
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close to the approach of [6], which has inspired our work. Base derivation enables to
represent backtracking in the search for a proof, and is usedfor proving skeptical ac-
ceptance. As a future work, we plan to consider this powerfulunifying framework for
obtaining proofs accounting for strength of attacks. Another future work will concern
both the study of worst-case complexity and the developmentof algorithms dedicated
to the proofs theories presented in this paper.
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A Proofs

Proof of Property 3: Point 1 follows directly from Definition 4 sinceA is finite. Point
2 follows directly from the previous point, since the empty set is vs-admissible. And
for the third point, we have: letE be a preferred vs-extension;E is vs-admissible, so
E is admissible forAS (due to Property 2); so, using a result of [8],E is included in a
preferred extension ofAS. �

Proof of Lemma 1: We prove the result by induction on the number of elements of
PRO(d). If PRO(d) only contains one element, it is trivially conflict-free.

Suppose the property holds for anyφvs
1 -dialogue such thatPRO(d) contains at

mostn elements,n > 0. Let d be aφvs
1 -dialogue such thatPRO(d) containsn + 1

elements.
Suppose first that the last move ofd is played byPRO. Thend has the form

d′.[OPP, (B, A)].[PRO, (C, B)] whered′ is a φvs
1 -dialogue,(B, A) ∈ φvs

1 (d′) and
(C, B) ∈ φvs

1 (d′.[OPP, (B, A)]). ThenPRO(d) = PRO(d′) ∪ {C}. From Defini-
tion 15, we know thatC 6∈ PRO(d′), soPRO(d′) contains strictly less thann + 1 ele-
ments. By induction hypothesis,PRO(d′) is conflict-free. SinceC 6∈ R

±(PRO(d′)),
PRO(d) is conflict-free too.

Suppose now that the last move ofd is played byOPP. Thend has the form
d′.[OPP, (B, A)] whered′ is a φvs

1 -dialogue. Obviously,PRO(d) = PRO(d′) so
PRO(d) is conflict-free. �

A.1 Proofs for soundness

Proof of Theorem 1.1: If d is a φvs
1 -proof for the argumentX , φvs

1 (d) = ∅ and
Pl(Last(d)) = PRO. So, it means that∄(B, A) ∈ A × A such thatA ∈ PRO(d),
B ∈ R

−(A) and(vsDef(A, B) ∩ PRO(d)) is empty. Or equivalently, for eachB
attackingA, PRO(d) vs-defendsA againstB. So,PRO(d) is vs-admissible. �

Proof of Theorem 1.2: Let d be aφvs
2 -proof for the argumentX . Any φvs

2 -dialogue
is also aφvs

1 -dialogue. Moreover, the restriction on moves byOPP is the same in both
dialogue types. So, using Lemma 1 and Theorem 1.1, we conclude thatPRO(d) is
vs-admissible. So, there remains to prove minimality. Assume thatS is aX-min-vs-
admissible set strictly included inPRO(d). Let N be the number of elements ofS.
From the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can build aφvs

1 -proof forX , denoted bydN , such
thatPRO(dN ) = S.

We are going to show thatdN is not aφvs
2 -dialogue. AsS ⊂ PRO(d), there exists

an argumentZ1 ∈ PRO(d) andZ1 /∈ S, soZ1 6= X . Therefore,Z1 has been advanced
by PRO in d for vs-defending an argumentW1 ∈ PRO(d) against an argumentY1.
Either W1 ∈ S or W1 ∈ PRO(d) \ S. Obviously, due to the rules governingφvs

1 -
dialogues,W1 6= Z1. If W1 ∈ PRO(d) \ S, we can iterate the construction and
find W2 ∈ PRO(d) such thatW2 is a vs-defender ofW1. However,PRO(d) \ S
is finite, so the iteration will stop withWk ∈ S. Thus, we have found an argument
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Z ∈ (PRO(d) \ S) (Z = W(k−1)) andW ∈ S (W = Wk) such thatZ vs-defendsW
against an argumentY .

S is vs-admissible,Y attacksW andW ∈ S, so there existsA ∈ S such thatA
vs-defendsW againstY . SinceZ /∈ S, we are sure thatA andZ are different. Thus,
PRO(d) contains two elements ofvsDef(Y, W ), and sod is not aφvs

2 -dialogue.
�

A.2 Proofs for completeness

Lemma 2 Let d be a φvs
1 -dialogue such thatPl(Last(d)) = PRO. Let S ⊆ A

be a minimal vs-admissible set containingPRO(d). If S 6= PRO(d), there exist
Y, Z, W ∈ A such thatd′ = d.[OPP, (Y, W )].[PRO, (Z, Y )] is aφvs

1 -dialogue, andS
is a minimal vs-admissible set containingPRO(d′).

Proof of Lemma 2: If PRO(d) is strictly included inS, then the minimality ofS
implies thatPRO(d) is not vs-admissible. From Lemma 1, we know thatPRO(d) is
conflict-free. So, there existW ∈ PRO(d) andY 6∈ PRO(d) such thatY ∈ R

−(W )
and(vsDef(W, Y ) ∩ PRO(d)) = ∅. SincePRO(d) is included inS andS is vs-
admissible, there existsZ ∈ (vsDef (W, Y )∩S). So,Z ∈ R

−(Y ) andZ 6∈ PRO(d).
Moreover,S is conflict-free, soZ 6∈ Refl andZ 6∈ R

±(PRO(d)). Therefore, the move
(Z, Y ) belongs toφvs

1 (d.[OPP, (Y, W )]), andd′ = d.[OPP, (Y, W )].[PRO, (Z, Y )] is
aφvs

1 -dialogue.
PRO(d′) = PRO(d) ∪ {Z} which is included inS sinceZ ∈ S. There remains

to prove that no vs-admissible setS′ strictly included inS containsPRO(d′). Suppose
thatS′ is a strict subset ofS such thatPRO(d′) ⊆ S′. PRO(d) = PRO(d′) \ {Z}
so PRO(d) is strictly included inS′. By definition ofS, that implies thatS′ is not
vs-admissible. �

Proof of Theorem 2.1:Assume thatX belongs to a vs-admissible setS. Without loss
of generality, we can assume thatS is X-min-vs-admissible. LetN be the number of
elements ofS (remember thatA is finite). We build a sequence ofφvs

1 -dialogues as
follows:

Let d1 = [PRO, (X, )], . . . , let dn = dn−1.[OPP, (Y, W )].[PRO, (Z, Y )] for
2 ≤ n ≤ N , whereW ∈ PRO(dn−1), Z ∈ (R−(Y ) ∩ S ∩ vsDef (W, Y )) and
(vsDef(W, Y )∩PRO(dn−1)) = ∅. Lemma 2 proves that the sequence is well-defined
and thatdN is aφvs

1 -dialogue won byPRO (indeedφvs
1 (dN ) = ∅ sincePRO(dN ) = S

andS is vs-admissible). �

Proof of Theorem 2.2: Assume thatX belongs toS a X-min-vs-admissible set. We
are going to buildd aφvs

2 -proof forX , such thatPRO(d) = S, in different steps. Each
step will correspond to a level of vs-defence forX , and for each level, we will choose
the attaker which justifies the presence of the defender belonging toS: for the first
step, we will consider vs-defenders ofX which are in some sense essential; then, for
each vs-defender ofX which has to be defended, we consider its defenders,. . .
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Let N be the number of elements ofS. Let d1 = [PRO, (X, )]. If N = 1,
obvioulsly,d1 is aφvs

2 -proof for X . Otherwise,X is attacked and is not vs-defended
by PRO(d1). As S is vs-admissible and containsX , S vs-defendsX . Let Def(X, S)
= {Y1, . . . , Yk}. As S is X-min-vs-admissible, eachYi is essential for the vs-defence
of X , or one of its vs-defenders8 (direct or indirect). More precisely, some of them are
not necessary as vs-defenders ofX . Let us formalize that. For eachYi, let Y +

i denote
the set of arguments which attack X and against whichYi vs-defendsX . Formally,
Y +

i = {Z ∈ R
−(X) | Yi ∈ vsDef(X, Z)}. Let us consider a minimal (for set-

inclusion) subsetE of Def(X, S), such that
⋃
{Y +

i , Yi ∈ E} = R
−(X). Such a

subset will be called an essential subset of vs-defenders. Due to minimality, we are
sure that in such a subset, eachY +

i is not included in
⋃
{Y +

j , Yj ∈ E, j 6= i}. So,
for eachY +

i in an essential subset of vs-defenders ofX , there is at least one attacker
of X against whichYi is the only vs-defender. Such an attacker ofX justifies the
presence ofYi in S. In the sequel of this proof, ifYi belongs toE an essential subset
of vs-defenders ofX , J(Yi) will denoteY +

i \
⋃
{Y +

j , Yj ∈ E, j 6= i}.
The idea is to extendd1 by a move whereOPP chooses one element ofJ(Yi) in

order to attackX . So, let us takeE an essential subset of vs-defenders ofX , and
Yi ∈ E. For simplicity, we assume it isY1.
Let Z1 ∈ J(Y1) andd2 = d1.[OPP, (Z1, X)].[PRO, (Y1, Z1)]. We iterate the con-
struction, by choosingY2 ∈ E andZ2 ∈ J(Y2). The iteration will stop when each
element ofE has been advanced. So, we obtaindl+1 the last move of which is of the
form [PRO, (Yl, Zl)]. Due to the choice of eachZi ∈ J(Yi), dl+1 is aφvs

2 -dialogue.
Now, if PRO(dl+1) is strictly included inS, there existsYi ∈ E, (and so advanced

in dl+1) which is not vs-defended byPRO(dl+1), but is vs-defended byS. We use
the same construction as done before, just replacingX by Yi. This iteration will stop
when the dialogued which is obtained satisfiesPRO(d) = S. As S is vs-admissible,
φvs

2 (d) = ∅. And due to the choice of moves byOPP, d is aφvs
2 -dialogue. So,d is a

φvs
2 -proof forX . �

B Existence of aA-min-best-defence?

This existence is not guarantee even if the relation� between the attack relations is
transitive:

8Even if Yi is a vs-defender ofX, it can be also a vs-defender of another argument.
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Assume that all theCi, C′
i andC′′

i are vs-defenders ofA and consider that the
relation� gives the following preferences between vs-defenders (� is transitive):

C1 is stricly better thanC2

C′
2 is stricly better thanC′

3

C′′
3 is stricly better thanC′′

1

C3 is uncomparable withC1 andC2

C′
1 is uncomparable withC′

2 andC′
3

C′′
2 is uncomparable withC′′

1 andC′′
3

{A, C1, C
′
1, C

′′
1 }, {A, C2, C

′
2, C

′′
2 }, {A, C3, C

′
3, C

′′
3 } are the threeA-min-vs-admissible

sets and one has the following preference between these sets:

{A, C1, C
′
1, C

′′
1 } ≫A {A, C2, C

′
2, C

′′
2 },

{A, C2, C
′
2, C

′′
2 } ≫A {A, C3, C

′
3, C

′′
3 } and

{A, C3, C
′
3, C

′′
3 } ≫A {A, C1, C

′
1, C

′′
1 }.

So there is no maximal set for≫A and, so noA-min-best-defence.
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